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You in one of the other ways we have a 60 or 90 day placement review I asked for the child to be present if 

the child is far away we could we do it through skype so the child can see what's going on and hear 

everything that happens kids like to talk about what happens in their lives they feel very empowered when 

you ask them you know are you doing okay nobody asks them that it's good to hear I mean yeah I want to 

talk nobody asks me what how I feel so we let them talk in those placement reviews we get progress 

reports from CPS from juvenile probation and casa as well and so we can modify any conditions as we go 

every 60 or 90 day we have several options we continue them in CPS custody reunify them with the parents 

or terminate their rights sometimes we can even terminate probation early we found some kids we put 

them on deferred prosecution they've done so well they're back in their placement they're doing well in 

placement and we just take them off probation right then because that's what they're doing they're getting 

their services through CPS we don't want them in the juvenile justice research paper anymore so what 

across over children look like we're going to quickly go through these slides and then it looks like I need to 

let Judge Parker talk we're going to look at their ethnicity once again we see it we already talked about the 

top slide that's what we see in the juvenile population and then down at the bottom here that's our 

crossover youth out of 180 crossover youth that were identified and that's all cases we had mostly sixty-five 

percent or Latino and then you can see the other one out of those engender most of our crossover youth 

are male it's a little bit different than the bare county general population it's a little bit higher and in age 

the crossover youth most of them are up there in the 15 and 16 so it kind of goes along with the youth that 

are in general population as we talked about the goals obviously we don't want them to reoffend we want 

to get children out of foster home I mean we want to get children back in foster homes out of juvenile 

detention we want to reduce the risk of detention because we lose them in detention at times or we have 

seen that CPS kids get spend more time in detention if we don't have this model we want to increase the 

family satisfaction so that mother that said I hate you people now loves us and increase that interagency 

sharing with that we have a memorandum of understanding where we can share information with each 

other we use that joint assessment to make sure that everybody is participating and we want the family 

voice we want the child's voice we want the mother's voice we want the caretakers voice as to what should 

happen with their own life the benefits to the family are obvious they do not have to go to two separate 

courts they have one place to go they only have to listen to one judge and they only have to do services 

one time it's easier for the families and the continuity of services is obviously just it it's working so before 

Judge Parker gets up any questions about crossover I know it was brief very brief anything yes ma'am is 

that going to affect you restructuring I'm not I know they're restructuring I'm not sure how but it should not 

affect us we have a specific team that's been trained to do this and if it affects anything it will affect the 

TMC team but the pmc team should stay permanent I believe we have a commitment from CPS to this 

program that they'll just train if they have to move and shift around that they would do that for us it should 

not have any negative impact but asked me that like after it happens but I don't think that it should have 

any impact because CPS is very very good with us I mean these specific team members we have and I mean 

everybody works so well together with Casa and it's I mean used to be I'd have different CPS workers 

coming in and I know anybody you know and kid would say in detention will not be very upset and you you 

know we always see these upset kids and they cuss and they get their mad but we don't know what 

happened we don't understand that you know their mother hasn't come to visit them in a month and their 

caseworker may not have visited them or they have another case worker every month and it just caused us 

a lot angst obviously when someone doesn't care about you but in this or they don't think you care about 

you in this model it's the same person all the time we have the same people and we I love the ones we 

were working with before I talk specifically about restore I just want to talk about what a great 

collaboration Lisa and I have because we each have different specialty Court models and we were able to 

trade our clients back and forth depending on their needs so if a kid in her court has terrible substance 

abuse problems she sends them to me for my drug court I have a crossover youth I trade that case to her I 

have a family violence case and i can trade that cased her and so it's been really nice the way we've kind of 
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gone with our own interests on the spatula core model but we're able to trade those kids so that the 

specific needs can be met in the different situations you 


